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In this article we discuss the solution of boundary value problems which are 
described by the linear integrodifferential equation 
% (~4 + 4~ 4 - & 1-1 --PC-9) u(t, Y) dy = 0, 
where t E J C R, I E [w. We interpret the equation in functional form as an 
ordinary differential equation for the mapping u: J ---* L2([w, p), where L,([w, cc) 
is a weighted &space. Emphasis is on the constructive aspects of the solution 
and on finding representations of the relevant isomorphisms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we continue our investigation of boundary value problems 
described by the integrodifferential equation 
2 (t, X) + u(t, x) - -&- f m exp(+) u(t, Y) dr = 0, -m (1.1) 
t E (0, l), x E R. This equation arises in the kinetic theory of gases. It is a 
linearized form of the stationary one-dimensional Boltzmann equation in which 
the collision operator is represented by the BGK model (cf. [I, 21). The unknown 
function u represents the perturbation of the molecular distribution function in 
phase space relative to an absolute Maxwellian. The phase space is two dimen- 
sional as u depends only on one position coordinate (t) and the 1 component of 
the velocity vector (z). Equation (1.1) is of mixed type in the sense that although 
it is parabolic for x # 0, the preferred t direction is toward increasing values oft 
for x > 0 and toward decreasing values of t for x < 0. This property of the 
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equation is reflected in the boundary conditions which are normally specified 
with Eq. (l.l), viz., 
u(0, x) = g(x) for .2” :- 0, u(1, x) = g(x) for x < 0, (1.2) 
where g is a given function defined on R. 
In [3] we presented a Hilbert space approach to boundary value problems 
described by Eqs. (l.l), (1.2). The approach was based on an interpretation of 
Eq. (1 .l) as an ordinary differential equation for the mapping u: [0, I] -+1’a( Ii!, p), 
where L,(R, p) is a suitably weighted L, space. The results presented in [3] 
were, however, not constructive. For the actual solution of boundary value 
problems one needs to know the representations of certain isomorphisms which 
play a role in the abstract theory. In [4] we addressed ourselves to the problem of 
finding representations for the isomorphismF and its inverse F-l which diagonal- 
ize the fundamental operator AT-l (in our notation). By means of these repre- 
sentations we were able to formulate a full-range expansion theorem, which is at 
the root of the constructive approach to the solution of any boundary value 
problem described by Eq. (1 .I). In the present article we address ourselves to the 
problem of finding representations for the isomorphism V and its inverse I’-l 
which play an essential role in the discussion of the boundary conditions. These 
representations provide us with the half-range expansion theorems essential for 
the solution of boundary value problems in finite domains. The approach is 
indirect in the sense that we first construct an extension operator E and then 
prove that the inverse of E coincides with the isomorphism V. We will comment 
on this approach in the discussion at the end of this article. In the actual con- 
struction of the extension operator E we use the fact that a certain function w 
has the factorization property, i.e., can be written as the product of two functions 
analytic in the left half and right half of the complex plane, respectively. The 
knowledgeable reader will observe that our approach resembles the one deve- 
loped by Hangelbroek [5] and followed by Lekkerkerker [6] in their study of the 
neutron transport equation. This, of course, is due to the similarity of the 
underlying equations. However, as we pointed out in our earlier articles [3] and 
[4] there are many significant differences in the details, mostly because we are 
dealing with unbounded, rather than bounded operators. 
The material of this article is arranged in the following way. In Sections 2 
and 3 we summarize the relevant results of [3] and [4] giving a formal statement 
of the problem and the representations of the isomorphism F and its inverse 
F-l. In Section 4 we show that the function w has the factorization property. 
Section 5 contains preliminary material needed for the construction of the exten- 
sion operator E which is presented in Section 6. In the final section, Section 7, 
we discuss some aspects of the constructive approach which appear unsatis- 
factory to us in their present form, and indicate possible alternative formulations 
which we are currently investigating. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In this section we give an abstract formulation of the integrodifferential 
equation (1.1) and boundary conditions (1.2), and a summary of the relevant 
results of our earlier articles [3] and [4]. 
Let L,(R, CL) denote the Hilbert space of (equivalence classes of) complex- 
valued functions defined on R = (x: -co < x < cc> whose mod& are square 
integrable with respect to the finite measure CL, 
p(dx) = r-ljz exp(-x2) dx. (2.1) 
We denote the inner product and norm in L,(R, p) by (., .), and )I . /lU, re- 
spectively. Let e EL,(R, p) be defined by 
e(x) = 1, XE R. P-2) 
Let I be the identity operator in L,( R, p) and let T be the multiplication operator 
w4 = xfc4, XE w, ffD(T) (2.3) 
with maximal domain, D(T) = (f:feL,(R, p), TfeL,(R, p)). Both T and its 
inverse, T-1, are unbounded and self-adjoint in L,(R, p). Furthermore, let A 
be the orthogonal projection operator which maps L,(lF!, CL) onto e’, 
We interpret Eq. (1.1) as an equation for u: [0, l] + D(T) CL2( R, p), such that 
Tu E Cl(O, 1; L,(R, p)) and 
(Tu)’ (t) + Au(t) = 0, tE(O,l)* 
Here, ’ denotes differentiation with respect to t. 
Let L,( [w- , p) and L,( 58, , p) be the linear vector spaces of complex-valued 
functions defined on Iw- = (x: --OO < x < 0) and E-Z, = (x: 0 < x < CO>, 
respectively, whose moduli are square integrable with respect to the measure p 
defined in Eq. (2.1). We identify these vector spaces with the closed subspaces 
ofL,(R,pL) h h w ic consist of those elements that vanish on R, and [WV , re- 
spectively. We decompose L,( R, p) thus, 
and denote the projection operator which maps L,( R, p) onto L,( R+ , 1-1) along 
L,(lF& , p) by Q+ . We associate the following boundary conditions with Eq. 
(2.5), 
QJ40) = Q+g, Q-Tu(l) = Q-g, g ~-&AR IL). 
Since Q*T C TQ* , consistency requires that Q&g E R(T) = D(T-r). 
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From the analysis of [3, Sect. V], it follows that the solution of the boundar! 
value problem on the finite domain [0, I] is expressible (via a Neumann series 
expansion) in terms of the solution of a boundary value problem on [0, co) and 
the solution of another boundary value problem on (- co, 01. These boundary 
value problems are entirely similar and their solutions can be related to 
one another via simple symmetry transformations. We will therefore restrict 
ourselves to the solution of the following canonical boundary value problem on 
[O, a): 
To find a function U: [0, co) -+ D(T) CL,(R, p) such that Tu E C1(O, co; 
I,,( R, p)), which satisfies 
(i) the differential equation 
(Tu)’ (t) + Au(t) = 0, t > 0; (2.5) 
(ii) the initial condition 
Q+T@+ > = Q+& 
where Q+g EL,( R, , p) is given, Q+g C D( T-l); 
(iii) the growth condition 
(2.6) 
II W)ll, is bounded as t+co. (2.7) 
The solution of the differential equation (2.5) requires the exponentiation of the 
operator AT-l. However, although A and T-l are both self-adjoint in I,,( R, p), 
they do not commute and hence the product AT-l is no longer self-adjoint. 
Thus, the standard techniques for defining the operator exp(--AT-l) are 
inapplicable here. In [3] we have shown how one can handle the present situation. 
We recall the following results. 
THEOREM 2.1. L,(R, p) = G @ H, where G = N((AT-1)2) = sp(Te, T2e) 
and H = R((AT-1)2) = (sp(e, Te))‘. The operator P defined by 
Pf = f  - 2(f, Te), Te - 2(f, e), T2e (2.8) 
is a (nonorthogonal) projection which maps L,(R, p) onto H along G. The pair 
(G, H} reduces the operator AT-I; G C D(AT-I) and AT-l / G = (:A); AT-l 1 H 
is invertible with (AT-l j H)-l = PT 1 H. The operator B = PT / H is self- 
adjoint in H. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a uniquely determinedfinitepositive Bore1 measure v  
on R such that H is isomorphic with the complete vector space L,(R, v) of complex- 
valued functions defined on R whose moduli are square integrable with respect to the 
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measure v. The isomorphism F: H + L2( R, v) is unitary ;f  H and L,( R, v) are 
endowed with the inner products (., .)u and (., .)” , respectively. The map F diago- 
nalizes the operator B = PT 1 H on its domain, i.e., if 5? is the multiplication 
operator Tf(h) = hf(h), h E R, f~ D(i’), with maximal domain D(F) = {f : 
[EL,(IW, v), 2%f~L,(lR, v)} and qfl~ D(F), then F-YE D(B) and FBF-lfl= pf 
In [3, Sect. IV], we showed that the measure v is such that 
I 
b 
v(dh) = 
s 
b /4d4 
n a (w’w-) (3 
(2.9) 
for any interval (a, b) C R. Here, w+(h) and w-(h) are the limiting values 
w*(h) = lim,,,, w(h f k) for X E R of W(Z) as z approaches the real axis from 
above and below, respectively, where w is the function defined by the integral 
w(x) = Jrn x(x - $1 p(dx), x E C\R. 
-cc 
(2.10) 
The function w plays a fundamental role in the following analysis. It has the 
following properties: 
(i) w is analytic in the complex plane cut along the real axis; 
(ii) w(z) - -(2z2)-l [l + (1.3) (2z2)-l + (1.3.5) (2x2)-2 + ...I 
as z-+ co, 0 < 1 arg z I < n’; 
(2.11) 
(iii) W(Z) does not vanish in the cut complex plane; 
(iv) w*(h) = lim,,s+ w(h & k) = w(X) f  ih A2 exp(--X2) for h E R, where 
w(X) =cy x(x - X)-l p(dx), hf? R. (2.12) 
-cc 
Here, Q denotes the Cauchy principal value integral. 
(v) w(z) = - $w&; T) f or z E C\R, where wP(z; T) is the Weinstein- 
Aronszajn determinant of the second kind associated with the operators T and 
P in L,(R, p), cf. [7, Sect. IV.6.11. 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is expressed in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. There exists a linear isomorphism I? L,( R, I*) --+ C2 @ L,( R, V) 
given by 
flf = (2(f, W, , 2(f, 4, , Fpf), fEL2cR PL). (2.13) 
Its inverse is given by 
P-l(a, b,f”) = aTe + bT”e + F-v, (a, b, i, E C2 0 L,(h v). (2.14) 
409/63/3-11 
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These results enable us to exponentiate the operator AT-l. We denote by 
Q* the projection operators which map L&R, V) onto L,( R+ , V) along L,( RF , v). 
Then the mappings QB and Qm defined in H by 
Q,f =F-$?,Ff, QT,,f =F-l&Ff, f 6 H (2.15) 
are projection operators which map H onto the positive and negative subspaces 
for the self-adjoint operator AT-l 1 H. We define a family of operators 
(U(t): t > 0) in L,( R, p), 
U(t) = exp(-tAT-I) (I - P) + exp(-tAT-I)&$. (2.16) 
THEOREM 2.4. The d$%-re-ntial equation (2.5) together with the initial condition 
(Tu) (0+) = h, h E D(T-1) h as a solution which satisjies the growth condition (2.7) 
if and only if (h, e), = 0 and Q,Ph = 0. If (h, e), = 0 and QmPh = 0 then the 
solution is unique and given by u(t) = T-l U(t) h, t > 0. 
Proof. The differential equation (2.5) is equivalent with the following system 
of equations in V @L,(R, Y), 
q’(t) + mo(t> = 0, ma’(t) = 0, (2.17) 
qtj + 9%(t) = 0, (2.18) 
for m, , m, E Cl([O, CO)), B E Cl(O, c~;L,([w, v)), where ma(t) = (Tu(t), Tie), for 
i = 0, 1, and u”(t) = FPTu(t). The solution of Eq. (2.17) which is consistent 
with the initial condition Tu(O+) = h is given by 
m&t> = (h, 4, , m,(t) = (h, Te), - t(h, 4, , t > 0. 
Thus, (I - P) Tu(t) = 2m,(t) Te + 2m,,(t) T2e = (I - tAT-1) (I - P) h for 
t > 0. Since (AT-l / G)2 = 0 we have1 - tAT-l = exp(- tAT-1) on G for all t, 
so we can rewrite the expression for (I - P) Tu(t) in the form 
(I - P) Tzr(t) = exp(-tAT-1) (I - P) h, t > 0. (2.19) 
Obviously, a necessary condition for I/ Tu(t)lj, to remain bounded as t -+ co is 
that both m,,(t) and ml(t) remain bounded as t -+ co. Hence, h must be such that 
(h, e), = 0. 
Now, suppose h is such that k- = &-FPh # 0. Then there exists an interval 
6 = (a, b) with -co < a < b < 0 such that 6 n supp(k) # O. Let Q6 denote 
the projection of L,( R, V) onto La@, Y), 
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Then &,h”- # 0. If 6 satisfies Eq. (2.18) for t > 0 and C(O+) q = Fph, then 
&& satisfies the equation 
(&,a)’ (t) + T-l&J(t) = 0, t>O 
and the initial condition (&5) (Of) = &FPh = && . We identify the image 
of &.(I& V) under &a with the Hilbert space L,(S, u). Thus we arrive at the 
following initial value problem in L,(S, Y), 
5,‘(t) + T-%,(t) = 0, t > 0, 
go+) = h”6, 
where i&(t) = C(t) 1 6 and & = 6- 1 6. Since p-1 is bounded in L,(S, V) we can 
solve this initial value problem, 
G,(t) = exp(--tT-l) h, , t 2 0, 
where exp(- t T-l) is defined by the expression 
exp(--tF-1) = g v (tp-1)“. 
n=o * 
The infinite sum converges in the operator norm for all t E Iw. The family 
{exp(- t T-l): t E Iw} forms a group and 
(exp(-tT-l))-l = exp(tFl), tE IR. 
Thus we find that for all t > 0, 
II &IL < II exp(t~-l)ll II exp(--tW $ lly 
G II ev(tWll II %Wll, . 
But // exp(tI$-l)lI = sup{exp(t/A): h E S} = exp(t/a) for t > 0, so 
Hence, 
II h IL d exp(tl4 II W)ll, for t > 0. 
II WI, Z II W)ll, 2 =p(ti(-4) II & IL , 
i.e., II W>ll, = II PW)ll, g rows exponentially as t--f CO. This result is incom- 
patible with the growth condition (2.7), so a necessary condition for the solu- 
bility of Eq. (2.5) subject to the initial condition Tu(O+) = h, h E D(T-r), and 
the growth condition (2.7) is that %- = &-FPh = 0, i.e., QmPh = 0, or 
Ph = Q,Ph. 
As we have shown in [3, Lemma 5.11, -T-l is the infinitesimal generator of a 
holomorphic semigroup {exp(-tt-1): Re t > 0) in L,( Iw+ , v). The operator 
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exp(-tT’-l) is uniformly bounded for j arg t 1 << (n/2) - E (6 > 0) and strongly 
continuous at t -= 0 with ex~(-oT-~) = I,- , where ?, is the identity operator 
inL,(R+, v). Thus, if Q,,Ph ~~- 0 then FPh EL&R+, v) and 
z’(t) = exp(--tT’-l) FPh, t>O 
is the unique solution of Eq. (2.18) subject to the initial condition 5(0+) = FPh 
which is consistent with the growth condition (2.7). Hence 
PTu(t) = F-%(t) =Fpl exp(-tT-l)FPh, t 3 0. 
Since F diagonalizes (AT-i 1 W))l in H we can define the exponential operator 
exp(-MT-i) = F-l exp(--tT-l) F there. In this way we obtain the result 
PTu (t) = exp(-MT-l) Ph, t > 0. (2.20) 
The proof of the theorem is now completed by combining Eqs. (2.19) and 
(2.20). 1 
From Theorem 2.4 it is clear what is involved in the solution of the canonical 
boundary value problem (2.5-2.7), namely, the determination of functions 
h E D( T-l) C L,(R, CL) with (h, e), = 0 and Ph E.PL~([W+, v) such that 
Vh = Q.+g, where V = Q+(1- P) + Q+QgP in L&R, p). In [3, Sect. V], 
we proved that this problem has a unique solution; our problem here is to 
actually construct the solution. The approach is based on the construction of an 
extension operator E which maps any Q+g E D(Tpl) CI L2( R, , CL) onto 
EQ+g E D( T-l) C L,( IR, p) such that PEQ+g E F-lL,( R, , v). Thus, Ph = 
PEQ+g. The remaining component (I - P) h of h is found by solving a scalar 
equation for (h, Te), . For the successful completion of this constructive 
approach we need to know, first, the representations of the transformations FP 
and F-1 and, second, the factorization of the function w into a product of two 
functions analytic in the left half and right half of the complex plane, respectively. 
In [4], we addressed ourselves to the first of these two problems. We summarize 
the relevant results in the following section. The factorization property of w 
will be taken up in Section 4. 
3. THE TRANSFORMATIONS FP AND F-l 
We summarize here the main results from [4] concerning the representation 
of the transformations FP and F-l. 
For 0 < (y. < 1, let A(R, 01, p) be the linear vector space of all functions f 
defined and continuous on R which belong to L,(R, CL) and which are locally 
Lipschitz continuous with exponent 01 on R. The last condition is to be inter- 
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preted in the following sense: the restriction f / K off to any compact subset K 
of IR is bounded and satisfies the asymptotic estimate 
f(x) -f(r) = 4 x - y i? as IX-yi+O 
for every pair x, y  E K (x # y). (Note that this asymptotic estimate is stronger 
than the one usually associated with Lipschitz continuity.) A@, CL, p) is a locally 
convex vector space by the family of seminorms {P~,~,~: KC R, K compact) 
defined by 
where 
P~,df) = lifll, + llf I K lib F fe 4% 01, P). 
Ilf I K kc! = 2; If(x)I + PK,a(f), 
(3.1) 
We define 
A(il& p) endowed with the inductive limit topology is a locally convex vector 
space. The spaces JR, 01, V) (0 < 01 < 1) and A(R, V) are defined analogously. 
THEOREM 3.1. The mapping P introduced in Theorem 2.3 deJines a topological 
isomorphism from A( R, p) onto C2 @ A( R, v). The composite map FP: JR, CC, p)+ 
A( iR, 8, V) is comtinuousfor 0 < /I < 01 < 1 and, simiZarZy, the map F-l: A( R, 01, V) 
-+ A(R, jl, p) is continuous for 0 < j3 < 01 < 1. For any f  E A(!%, p) we hawe 
FPf (A) = (4~ If >, fE 4% CL) 
where +A is a continuous linear functional on A( OX, p) given by 
(3.2) 
Similarly, for anyfE A( R, v) we haoe 
F-‘f^(x) = (xz ,.f’>, b 4% v> (3.4) 
where xa: is a continuous linear functional on A(& v) given by 
In [4] we also considered the transformations FP and F-l on spaces of piece- 
wise continuous functions, in particular functions which have a jump discon- 
tinuity at the origin. To this end we introduced for 0 < 01 < 1 the linear vector 
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space JR*, (Y, p), which consists of all functions f defined and continuous 
on R* which belong to L,(R* , p) and which are locally Lipschitz continuous 
with exponent a: on IW* . /l(lR * , 01, p) is a locally convex vector space by the 
family of seminorms {pK,,,,: KC lRi , K compact} defined as in Eq. (3.1). We 
define 
and provide fl( II& , p) with the inductive limit topology. If S’ denotes the linear 
vector space of those elements of L,( R, p) which are locally Lipschitz continuous 
on (- o3,O) and (0, co), then we can extend the definition of an element fc M’ 
by puttingf(O-) = lim,+*,- f (x) andf(O+) = lim,,,, f (x), so .d = A( I&, p) @ 
A( R, , CL). Obviously, 
and (1( R- , p) @ cl(lR+ , p) can be mapped identically into L,(lR, p). If 
e + = e 1 R, then e,, as an element of JR- , p) @ JR,, p) is given by 
e+(x) = 0 for x E R- , e+(x) = 1 for x E 82, . 
We have the decomposition 
where the direct sum is topological. Finally, we introduce the locally convex 
vector space JR- , 01, p) @ fl(lR+ , (Y, p) for 0 < 01< 1 as the subspace of 
A( R- , p) @ A( R, , CL) which consists of all f = f- + f+ with f* f rl( ll& , DI, PI). 
The topology is defined by the family of seminorms {P~,~,~: KC R, K compact) 
with 
~~,w(f) = Ilfil, + 2; IfWl + PK,~@ I K) 
foranyfE(1([W-,ol,CL)O(1([Wt,(Y,LL),f=h+ae+,hE(1([W,CL),aE@twhere 
P&.) is defined as in Eq. (3.1). The space JR-. , a, P) 0 n(R+, a, II) is the 
topological direct sum of rl( R, CL, CL) and Ce, . 
The spaces rl( Iw- , OL, V) @ A( R+ , ~,~)(O<a<l)andJR-,v)@-‘l([W+,~) 
are defined in an entirely similar manner. Again, 
and -‘I( R- , V) @ /1( R, , V) can be mapped identically intoLs(lR, v). Furthermore, 
ifi, =e’! R,, then rl( R- , (Y, V) 0 (i( R, , OL, V) is the topological direct sum of 
fl(R, 01, V) and @Z+ . 
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We extend the functionals & to A([w- ,a, P) 0 A@+ , a, CL) by putting 
and the functionals xz to A(IR- , ~1, V) @ A(lw+ , CL, V) by putting 
<xl?, s++> = x om g,s XER-, 
(3.7) 
z-x 
s :m g + (W (4, 
XER,. 
(Notice that the definitions of $0 and x0 are not unique.) 
We established the following theorem in [4]. 
THEOREM 3.2. The mapping P introduced in Theorem 2.3 dejkes a topological 
isomurphism from A( II& , p) @ A( IR, , p) onto C2 @ A( I&, v) @ A( 88, , u). The 
composite map FP: A( Iw- , CL, ~1) 0 A( R, , OL, cl) - A( R- , B, v) 0 A(R+ , B, v) is 
continuous for 0 < /3 < 01 < 1 and, similarly, the map F-l: A(R- , a, v) @ 
A@+ , a, u) + A(&!- , P, p) @ A(R+ , /I, p) is continuous for 0 < B < a < 1. 
For any f  E A( OL , cc) @ A( R, , CL) we have 
and for anyf~A((W-, v) @n(R+, y), 
F-Y(x) = (x?: Jh x E R\(O). (3.9) 
4. THE FACTORIZATION OF w 
In this section we discuss a factorization of the function w which will play a 
fundamental role in the subsequent development. 
THEOREM 4.1. The function w can 6e factored in a unique wa-y such that 
w(z) = K(Z) K(-Z), 2 E @\R, (4.1) 
where the function K is deJned in C\(h: x > 0} subject to the conditions (i) K is 
analytic in Re(z) < 0, (“) II K is continuous and without zeros in Re(z) < 0, 
(iii) K(Z) N -(z . 21/2)-1 us z + co, 1 arg z / > 0. 
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Proof. \I’e introduce an auxiliary function C which is defined in terms of 
w by the identity 
L;)(x) =~- -22%0(z), z E a=\&!. (4.2) 
Obviously, Cc, is analytic in the complex plane cut along the real axis. Moreover, 
d(z)+ 1 as x+ co, cf. Eq. (2.11) so we can extend & to a function which is 
defined and analytic in the extended complex plane (Oa) cut along the real 
axis. We denote this domain by K, . Next, consider the function 
Z(x) = log G(Z), ZEK, (4.3) 
where we choose the branch of log B such that I( co) L- 0. Let r be a contour 
in K, which encloses the set Iw u {CO); hence, r consists of two closed contours, 
one in the upper half-plane and another in the lower half-plane, both with 
negative (clockwise) orientation. Since Z(a) = 0 we have from Cauchy’s 
theorem, 
for each 5 outside (i.e., to the right of) r. We deform the contour r so that in 
each half-plane I’ consists of a large semicircular arc with radius R and a small 
semicircular arc with radius 6, both centered at the origin, and two line segments 
along the real axis from R to E and from --E to -R. Thus, 
Since I(Rei”) = O(Rb2) as R -+ co, the integrals along the large semicircular 
arcs tend to zero as R -+ 03. Also, since Z(cei”) = O(-In e) as E -+ 0, the integrals 
along the small semicircular arcs tend to zero as E -+ 0. Finally, from Eq. (2.12) 
we obtain the expressions 
d*(x) = p(x) exp[ii(~ + %$)I if -R<x<---E, 
= p(x) exp[&i(----n + B(x))] if E<x<R, 
where 
and 
p(x) = ~x~[(cIJ(x))~ + (x(A2) exp(-x2))“]‘/“, 
0(x) = tan-1[x(&/2) exp( -x2)/w(x)], -77 <O(x) <T, 
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SO 
(I+ - I-) (x) = 2i(n + 6(x)) if -R < x < --6, 
= 2i(+ + O(x)) if l <x<R. 
Thus, after letting R + 00 and E -+ 0 we obtain the following expression for Z(t), 
We define y(z) by 
44 = + joa (-fl + O(x)) & (4.5) 
for those z 6 @ for which y(z) exists: The function B(x) is continuously dif- 
ferentiable for x >, 0, with 0(O) = 0 and e(x) = rr - O(X-~) as x -+ co; hence, 
y(x) is defined for z E @\{h: h > O> and is analytic there. As z -+ 0 along any 
path in the complex plane cut along the positive real axis, we have y(z) = 
log(-a) + rod, where ho tends to a unique limit as z + 0. Finally, y(x) 
vanishes at least as z-l when .Z + co, j arg z 1 > 0. These results follow from 
the theory of Cauchy integrals, see, e.g., [S], especially Sections 19 and 22. 
Now, a function which satisfies the conditions of the theorem is given by 
1 K(Z) i= - - z . p/2 exp Y(a)* (4.6) 
Since w(-X) = W(X) for XE Iw, cf. Eq. (2.12), we have 0(--x) = -8(x), so we 
can write Eq. (4.4) as 
w = d-4 + Ye4 z E C\R, 
which implies that K satisfies Eq. (4.1). From the behavior of y(z) as z -+ 0 it 
follows that the definition of K(Z) also makes sense for B = 0 and K(z) has the 
unique limit K(0) # 0 aS z -b 0. 
Assume that, in addition to K, there exists another function K’ say, which 
satisfies Eq. (4.1) and the conditions of the lemma. Then, putting k(x) = 
K(x)/K’(z), we obtain from Eq. (4.1), 
k(z) = 1/q--z), x E @\R. (4.7) 
From the conditions of the lemma it follows that the function k is analytic in 
Re(z) < 0 and continuous and without zeros in Re(z) < 0. Hence, we can use 
Eq. (4.7) to extend k analytically to an entire function on C. Since 
lim Z+a k(x) = 1, it then follows from Liouville’s theorem that K(Z) = 1 for all 
z E C, so K = K’, i.e., K is unique. 1 
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The following theorem gives some important properties of the function K just 
defined. As before R, and IJ- denote the positive and negative half, respectively, 
of the real axis, i.e., R, =:= {A: h > 0} and [w_ : {A: X < 0). 
THEOREM 4.2. The function K dejked by Eq. (4.6) has the following properties: 
(i) K is analytic in the complex plane cut along the positive half of the real 
axis; 
(ii) K(z) N -(z . 219-1 (1 + (L/Z) + ...) as z -+ co, j arg z I > 0; here 5 
is a positive constant, [ = (1 /n) sr [r - e(x)] dx; 
(iii) K and its reciprocal K-l (dejked by the values (~/K(Z)) are bounded in the 
neighborhood of the origin; 
(iv) K is positive and bounded on [w- , and / K(A) - K(~)I = o(/ h - h’ Ia) 
as j h - A’ 1 -+ 0, A, A’ E [w- , for each 01 such that 0 < 01 < 1; 
(v) as h approaches R, from above or below, the limiting values K*(A) = 
lim F+O K(x & ic) for h E R+ exist and satisfy the identity 
K+(h) w+(h) 
--=av’ K-v) 
hER+. (4.8) 
Proof. Property ( ) f I1 i o ows directly from Eq. (4.6). Property (ii) follows from 
the behavior of y(z) near infinity, viz., y(z) N &‘/i + ... as z + co, 1 arg .a / > 0. 
Property (iii) follows from the behavior of y(z) near the origin, viz., y(z) = 
log(--z) + Y&Z), where ‘ys(z) tends to a unique limit as z -+ 0. The positivity 
of K on [w- follows from the definition (4.6) if one takes into account the fact that 
y is real-valued on Iw- . The boundedness of K on R- follows from the condi- 
tions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 4. I. Furthermore, at any point h E (w- we have 
K(A) = 2-1/2 exp[ln(--/\) + r(A)] 
= 2-1’2 exp[y,(A) + ~$91. 
where yr and ys are defined on Iw- by the formulas 
$il) = ; 1’ O(x) (x - X)-l dx, 
0 
M(A) = ln(l - A) + $ L1 [--n + S(x)] (x - A)-l dx, XEUL. 
The function ~a is continuously differentiable on UK. Moreover, since 19 is 
continuously differentiable with B(0) = 0, there certainly exists a positive 
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constant K such that 1 e(x)/ < KX for 0 < x < 1. Then, for any pair h, h’ E [w- 
with h = j X - X’ j , 
+ h / j-h’ &c) (x - A)-l (x - X)-l dx j 
< 2 / + jo* B(x) x-l dx j + h 1 jhl O(x) x-~ dx ( 
< K(2 - In h) h, 
so y,(h) - n(X) = o(I x - A’ 13 as ( h - X’ 1 -+ 0, for each OL satisfying the 
inequalities 0 < OL < 1. Since the exponential function is continuously dif- 
ferentiable on R and the set {am + ~a(/\): h E rW_} is a bounded subset of R, 
we conclude that on UC the function K satisfies a Lipschitz condition with 
exponent (Y for each OL such that 0 < 01 < 1. This proves (iv). Finally, the 
existence of K(X) for h E R, follows from the properties of 8(x) for x > 0, and 
the identity (4.8) follows from Eq. (4.6) and the property (i) of this theorem. 1 
We extend the definition of K to the entire complex plane by putting 
‘C(A) = &+(A) + K-(h)], XER+. (4.9) 
We conclude this section by establishing some identities involving the func- 
tion K. 
(i) J0~-!9%-= 1. 
4-x) 
(4.10) 
To prove this identity, consider the integral (1/27ri) Jr K(Z) z-l dz, where r is a 
contour in the complex plane cut along Iw, consisting of two line segments 
above and below the cut extending from E to 33, a large circular arc of radius R 
(0 < $ < 27r) and a small circular arc of radius l (0 < 4 < ACT), both centered at 
the origin; r is oriented in the counterclockwise direction. Since K(z) z-l is 
analytic inside r, the integral has the value zero. As R-t co, K(z) = O(R-l), 
so the contribution from the large circular arc vanishes. The contribution from 
the small circular arc equals (minus) the residue of K(z) z-r at z = 0, which is 
K(O). Hence we find the identity 
1 O3 
G s, (K+ - K-) (x) 2 = K(0). 
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The identity (4.10) now follows readily, since K(O) :m 1 and 
(K-i - K-) @) : = !a 
W+(x) (Wt - w-1 (4 
- & (w’ - w-)(x) 
by Eq. (4.8), and (1/2~i) (w+ - W-) (x) dx = xp(dx). 
(ii) 
m xp(dx) 1 
j ___ 
0 
K(-X) = 21/2 * 
T o prove this identity, consider the integral (1/2G) Jr K(z) dz, along the same 
contour r as above. This time, the contribution from the small circular arc 
vanishes as E + 0, since K(Z) is bounded near the origin. The integral along the 
large circular arc is equal to the residue of K(X) at infinity, which is -2-lj2. 
Thus we find the identity 
& jam (K’ - K-) (x) dx = & . 
The proof of the identity (4.11) is now completed as above. 
= 1 - K(Z), XE@\R+, 
(iii) (4.12) 
= 1 - K(A), hER+. 
The proof proceeds along the same lines as under (i) or (ii); one starts from the 
integral (z/27ri) Jr K(t) [l([ - z)]-l d[. 
m +-;1) @A) 
h - z dw-(A) 
= 1 - z . p/2 - 1 z- .r K(Z)’ XE@\[W+, 
(iv) 
o 
X- 
I 
zI ‘C--h) CL@) 
o h - 32 w+w-(A) 
= 1 _ x .21/z _ “(4 
KfK-(X>’ 
XER+. 
(4.13) 
Start from the integral (z/2&) Jr [K(4) {([ - a)]-’ dc and proceed as before. 
For later reference we establish some identities in L,( R, p) and L,( R, V) which 
follow from the pointwise identities (4.12) and (4.13). Let et EL,(R+ , p) C 
L,( R, p) and Zz E&( [w,~ , V) CL,@!, V) be defined by 
V(X) = 0, XER-, 
= [K(-X)1-‘, XE[W+, 
(4.14) 
zqh) = 0, XER-, 
= K(A), AEaB+, 
(4. I 5) 
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We have v E JR- , p) @ A(R+ , p) and 6 E A( IL , v) @ (I( R, , Y), SO the 
transforms FPv and F-%5 can be calculated by means of the functionals $A and 
xz, respectively. Using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) we find 
and 
FPv(h) = 1 - K(X), 
z 1, 
x <o, 
(4.16) 
A >o, 
F-la@) = 1 - x . 2Y2 - [+)]-I, x < 0, 
= 1 - x . 21’2 x > 0. 
(4.17) 
If we introduce the operators S in L,( R, p) and S in L,( R, V) by the definitions 
V(x) =f(-47 x E R, fEL,(K P), (4.18) 
Sf(h) =f(-A), he R, JEL,(R Y)’ (4.19) 
then we see from Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) that the following identities hold in 
L,( R, p) and L,( R, v), respectively, 
F-95 + Sv = e - 21j2Te, (4.20) 
FPv+&i=t?. (4.21) 
We observe that S and S are unitary transformations which interchange 
L,( R. , CL) and La(lR+ , p), and L,(R- , V) and L,( R, , v), respectively. One 
verifies from [3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21, that 
SFP = FPS and SF-1 =F-1s (4.22) 
on polynomial subspaces and, hence, by continuous extension on L,(R, p) and 
L,(R, Y), respectively. Furthermore, ST = -TS and ST = -FS, so from 
Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) we derive two more identities, viz., 
F-?!% + v = e + 2112Te, (4.23) 
FPSv+G=;. (4.24) 
These identities provide examples of the decompositions that will be established 
in the following sections. 
5. A HALF-RANGE EXPANSION THEOREM 
In this section we will construct a decomposition of the Hilbert space 
L,(& , p) which will lead to the formulation of a half-range expansion theorem. 
As before, we denote by Q* the projection of L,(R, p) onto L&R+ , CL) along 
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L,( IF& , p) and by & the projection of L,( R, V) onto L,( K!* , V) along L,( WT , v). 
O_ccasionally we will use the notation f*( j+) to denote the image off E L,( R, cc) 
(~EL,(IW, v>) under Q&4. 
Let P(R+) denote the vector space of all polynomial functions on R, and let 
P,( R,) denote the subset of all p E P( R,) which satisfy the constraint 
For p E P(R+) we define a functionfon R, by the formula 
f(h) = K(A) A$$ f$$@$ + w(A)p(A), A E R, . 
Using the second identity in Eq. (4.12) we verify that f is equivalently defined 
by the formula 
f(X) = K(4) [--A Lrn P(%J 7 T(h) J& + p(h)] ) A E R, , 
i.e., f is the pointwise product of the (continuous) function +A) and a poly- 
nomial function on R, . We denote the latter polynomial function by 3, 
m -$ x-x,(-x> cc ‘(‘) ‘&) + K(h)p(h), (5.2) 
so 
f(h) = ‘d--h) #(A), hER+. (5.3) 
We observe that, if p is a polynomial of degree tl + 1 (n > 0) on R, then $ is 
a polynomial of degree n on !R+ , with $(A) = 1 if p(x) = 1 - x . 2rj2. 
With any function f defined as in Eqs. (.5.2), (5.3) we associate another 
function f on R, by the formula 
This definition is equivalent with 
f@) = x s”m iw; 1 iy) K(-A) V(d) + (1 - X ’ 29 a(X), XER+, 
so f is a polynomial function on R, , which we shall denote by $, i.e., 
One verifies that $ thus defined satisfies the constraint (5.1), so 3 E Ps(R+). 
These preliminary observations lead us to the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Equation (5.2) dejkzes a map&: P(R+) -+ P(R+) with is SUY- 
jective; its Kernel is the set of monomials {ae,: a E C}, where cl(x) = x(X E R,). I f  
p E P(R+) is upolynomiul of degree n + 1 (n > 0), then p is a polynomial of degree 
n. Equation (5.4) defines a map &: P(R+) + P(R+) which is injectiwe; its range 
is P&R+); &: P(R+) --+ P,,(R.+) and C1: P,,( R,) -+ P(R+) are each other’s inverses. 
Proof. Take p E P( R,) and define j = +r(p) by Eq. (5.2) and j!~ = $a@) by 
Eq. (5.4). Then 
If we apply the PoincarC-Bertrand inversion formula (cf. [S, Sect. 281) to the 
repeated integral we find 
The inner integral in the first term can be evaluated by means of the contour 
integral (2?Ti)-l Jr [K(z) (z - 4) (x - CC)]-’ dx, where r is any Jordan curve in 
the complex plane cut along the positive half of the real axis. We find the identity 
Substitution leads to the following result, 
(b2MP))) (4 = PC4 - x * P2 J-am P(t) k!?fiL 9 d-5) 
XE R,. 
In other words, $2$1 is the identity map on P&R+). 
In a similar way we find, for any j E P( R,), 
MC2t.m) (4 = IO), AcaB+, 
so $1$2 is the identity map on P(!R+). From these observations the statement of 
the lemma follows. 1 
The mapping p t-+ f  defined by Eqs. (5.2), (5.3) is connected with the trans- 
formation F by the factorization of the function w. We now investigate this 
connection, 
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Let v EL,(R+ , p) and G E&( R+ , V) be defined b! 
v(x) = K(-x)-l, x E R.+. ) (5.5) 
5(A) = K(-A), hER+. (5.6) 
From Theorem 4.2(iii) and (iv) it follows that 2, E A( R, , a, r) for each o( such 
that 0 < 01 < 1. Let vp denote the function obtained by pointwise multiplication 
of v and the polynomial p E PO(R+). Then vp E A(R+ , a, p) for 0 < 01 < 1. 
Considering vp as an element of A(lR- , 01, p) @ A(R+ , 01, p) CL,(lR, CL) and 
applying Theorem 2.5 we obtain from Eq. (5.2) the identity 
HP) = <bn Y VP>, hER+, 
where $,, is given by Eqs. (3.3), (3.6). If we consider 3 as an element of 
L&Q+ , 4 C-G&% 4 th en it follows from this last identity that F = &+FPvp. 
Thus we can write Eq. (5.3) as an equation in L,( R, , Y), 
f = z@,FPvp, P E V+) C&W+ T CL). (5.7) 
Similarly, if we consider p = $ as an element of L,(R, , p) CL,(lR, FL) then we 
can write Eq. (5.4) as an equation in L&R+ , p), 
with f given by Eq. (5.7). I +rom Lemma 5.1 we know that j L-Z p for each 
p E P,,( R,). Hence, if we define the operator F+: P,( W,) -L&R+ , v) by the 
relation 
F+p = @,FPvp, P E Pcm,) = 4@+ Y b4 (5.8) 
then 
Q+F-lF+p = P, P E PO@,) CL@+ 9 II)- (5.9) 
Let H+ be the subspace of L.&Q+ , p) defined by 
H+ = {f:f~&(R+ , p)> (f, v), = oh 
LEMMA 5.2. The transformation F+ can be extended uniquely to a bounded 
linear isomorphism from H+ onto L,( R, , v). The extension, which we denote by the 
same symbol F+ , is such that 
Q,F-lF+~f = .f, f E H+ . (5.11) 
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Proof. For A E R, and p E P,,( IR,) we have 
Hence, if we define n1 EL,(R+ , p) and z& EL&R+ , V) by the formulas 
v’(x) = (1 +X; K(d) ’ 
XEIW+, 
ZqA) = (1 + X) lc(--h) XE@+, 
and consider p and f as elements of JR- , LX, CL) @ cl(R+ , 01, CL) and L,(R+ , Y), 
respectively, we have the relation 
f = F+p = iiJ&+FPv,p - (p, v&, 2%. (5.12) 
The continuous function vr on R, corresponds to a bounded multiplication 
operator VI in Ls(W+ , CL), FP is a bounded map from L&R+, II) into L.&Q, v), 
s+ is a bounded projection in L,(R, V) onto L,(R+ , Y), and the continuous 
function z& on IF!+ corresponds to a bounded multiplication operator @‘; in 
L,(R+ , v). Hence, i@lQ+FPV, is a bounded operator from L,(R+ , p) into 
L,(lR+ , v). Furthermore, taking the inner product with the fixed element 
vr EL,(R+ , p) is a continuous operation in L,(R+ , p). Then it follows from 
Eq. (5.12) that F+ , regarded as a map from the subspace P,(R+) of H+ into 
L,(R+ , V) is bounded. Also, Q+F-l is a bounded map from the range R(F+) of 
F+ , as a subspace of L,(R+ , v), into L,( R, , CL). Now, P,,(iR+) = P( R,) n H+ 
is dense in H+ and R(F+) = {f :~EL,(IR+ , v), f = 65 with# E P(R+)} is dense 
in L,(R+ , v). (The latter property follows from the following two facts: zZ is 
bounded on IL!,. , and P(R+) is dense inL,(R+ , v).) Thus, F+ is a bounded linear 
isomorphism from the dense subspace P,,(R+) of H+ onto the dense subspace 
RF+) of b.(~+ , 4 with a bounded left inverse Q+F-l. The map F+ can be 
extended uniquely by continuity to a bounded linear isomorphism from H+ onto 
J%~+ 9 v). We denote this extension by F, again; it is given by 
F+f = @&+FPl/,f - (f, VA, k f E H+ . (5.13) 
For the extension, Eq. (5.9) remains valid. # 
409/63/3-12 
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The transformation F, can be extended to L,(R, , p) in the following way. 
H+ is a closed subspace of L2( R, , p). If we define the operator Pm:. in L2( R, , p) 
by 
P+f = f  - 2’l”(f, v), Q+Te, fcL2@+ P CL)? (5.14) 
then P+ is a projection mapping L,( R + , CL) onto Ht . The extension F+,, of F., 
to L,(lK!, , ,LL) is now obtained by the definition 
(5.15) 
With this definition we have F+,Oe+ = zZ. Of course, the mapping F,,, thus 
defined is not injective on L,(R+ , p). A n extension of F, which is injective is 
defined in the following theorem. Let @a2 = ((a, b): (a, 6) E c2, b = O}. 
THEOREM 5.1. The mapping fl+ defined by 
l”,f = (2”“(f, v),z 9 0, F+P+f), f’L2wb 9 PL) (5.16) 
is a bounded linear isomorphism from L,( R, , p) onto Co2 @ L2( R, , v). Its left- 
inverse is given by Q+fi-l, where E is defined in Theorem 2.3, 
Q$-%f =.f, f EL,@+, ~4. (5.17) 
Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2 and the definition 
of the projection P+ . 1 
We proceed to investigate the composite map F+P+ on spaces of locally 
Lipschitz continuous functions. 
THEOREM 5.2. For 0 < ,/? < n: < 1, F+P+ is a continuous transformation from 
JR+ Y a7 f4 into A( R, ) /8, u). 
Proof. We use the representation (5.13) for F+P+ on d(R+ , 01, p). Since 
u1 E JR+ , y, p) for all y (0 < y < I), V, is a continuous operator in 
JR+, a, 4. FP is a continuous map from cl@!+ , 01, p) into cl@- , /3, V) @ 
JR, , /3, v), cf. Theorem 3.2. &+ is a bounded projection from J(lR- ,p, V) @ 
n(R+ , 8, V) onto il(lR+ , ,6, v). Finally, since wr E &JR, , y, V) for all y 
(0 < y < l), w1 is a continuous operator in il(R+, /3, v). Hence, l@lQ+FPVl 
is a continuous map from (1(lR+, (Y, p) into JR+ , /3, v). Taking the inner 
product with the fixed element vi is a continuous operation in A(R+ , a, p). 
Because Tri7 E (1(lR+ , y, V) for all y (0 < y < l), it follows that the mapping 
fti (f, z& 9% is continuous from JR, , 01, p) to JR,, 8, v). Consequently, 
F+P+ is continuous from A( R, , OL, CL) to A( R, , /3, v), as stated. 1 
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COROLLARY. An arbitrary function f E A@+ , p) admits the half-range 
expansion 
f(x) = 21'2(f, d x + exe ,F+P+fL x>o, fEA(aB+,P). (5.18) 
This corollary amounts to an exact formulation of the so-called Half-Range 
Completeness Theorem which was first given by Cercignani [9] in his study of 
the slip-flow problem. 
6. SOLUTION OF THE CANONICAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We define the operator E in L,(Iw, CL), 
Ef =F-'F+P+Q,f + 2""(Q+f, $, Te, fEL(RPL). (6.1) 
From the definition (5.14) of P+ and the property (5.11) of F+ we conclude that 
Q+E = Q+ , so Q+E is the identity operator in L,([w+ , p). Moreover, EQ- = 0. 
Hence, E is an extension operator which extends the projection Q+f of any 
f EL,([w, p) to the element Ef EL,([w, p). 
THEOREM 6.1. E is a bounded projection which maps L,( Iw, p) along L,( Iw- , p) 
onto fi-‘CD2 @ F-lL,( 08, , v). Hence, 
L,(~B, cL) = L,(K) CL) OR-W,2 OF-‘L,W+ 3 4 (6.2) 
Restricted to the vector space A( [w- , II) @ A([w+ , p) E is a projection along 
A( Iw- , p) onto @C,2 @ F-lA( 08, , v). Hence, 
fl(lR- ) p) @ A@+ , p) = ~(FL , p) @PC02 OF-lyq , 4. (6.3) 
Proof. E is bounded because its constituent parts are bounded. We have 
Q+E = Q.+ and EQ, = E, so E2 = E. Since L,( IJ!, CL) = L,( Iw- , CL) @ L,( [w, , p), 
E = 0 on L,([w- , CL) and E is an isomorphism from L,(W+ , p) onto P-l(@: @ 
L,( Iw, , v)) we have N(E) = L,( aB_ , IL) and R(E) = flW1(Co2 @ L,( Iw, , v)) = 
P-%,a @ F-lL,( [w, , v). The last statement of the theorem is a consequence of 
Theorem 5.2 and the fact that F-lA( Iw, , V) is a subspace of A( [w- , CL) @ A( Iw, , ,u) 
by Theorem 3.2. 1 
COROLLARY. Each f.+ E L,(Iw+ , TV,) can be extended uniquely over [w to an 
element f E fl-1@,,2 @ F-lL,( U!, , v). The extension is given by 
f=Ef+ =F-'F,P,f+ + W"(f+,v), Te. (6.4) 
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If f+ E fl(lR7., p) thenfE-F=-l@,T ~PIA(R,, v) andf(x) is given 0~ 
f(x) r-z (xx , zzf+:, +- 2’!2(f+ ) v)u x, XE R, (6.5) 
where f7 (A) = ($A , zf+) (A E R +), 
We now return to the solution of the canonical boundary value problem 
(2.5-2.7) and prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. The canonical boundary value problem (2.5-2.7) is solved by a 
unique function 24: [0, co) -f L,(R, p) f  or any Q+g E D( T-l) C L,( R, CL). The 
function u is given by 
u(t) = T-W(t) EQ+g, t 30, (6.6) 
where E is the extension operator dejked by Eq. (6.1). 
Proof. We recall from Section 2 that the solution of the canonical boundary 
value problem had been reduced to the solution of the equation 
with V = Q+(I - P) $ Q+Q,P, w h ere h E D(T-l) is to be determined such that 
(h, e), = 0 and Q,Ph = 0. Th e constraints on h imply that h EP-W~~ @ 
F-1L2(R+ , v). By Th eorem 6.1 this equation is solved uniquely by 
h --_ V-lQ+g = EQ,g. 
Moreover, if Q+g E D( T-l) then EQ+g E D( T-l). The theorem now follows from 
Theorem 2.4. [ 
Before concluding we observe that the above procedure can also be used to 
solve the following boundary value problem. To find a function II: [0, 00) - 
D(T) CL,( R, p) such that Tu E Cl(O, XI; L,( R, CL)), which satisfies 
(i) the differential equation 
(Tu)’ (t) + Au(t) = 0, t > 0; (6.7) 
(ii) the homogeneous initial condition 
Q+Tu(O+) = 0; w3) 
(iii) the growth condition 
e+ // Tu(t)lj, -+ 0 as t+cc (6.9) 
for any E > 0. 
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This problem does not quite fit in the framework of the canonical boundary 
value problem (2.5-2.7). Proceeding as in Section 2 one first proves the following 
analog of Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 6.3. The diflerential equation (6.7) together with the initial condi- 
tion Tu(O+) = h, h E D( T-l), h as a solution which satisfies the growth condition 
(6.9) ;f  and only if Q,Ph = 0. If QmPh = 0 then the solution is given by u(t) = 
T-W(t) h, t 3 0, where U(t) is deJned in Eq. (2.16). 
On the basis of this theorem one reduces the solution of the boundary value 
problem (6.7-6.9) to the determination of a function h E D(T-l) CL,(R, CL) 
with Ph EF-~L,(IR+ , V) such that Vh = 0, where V = Q+(I - P) + Q+QDP 
in L,(K CL). 
THEOREM 6.4. The boundary value problem (6.7-6.9) has a solution which is 
uniquely determined up to an arbitrary multiplicative constant. It is given by 
u(t) = 2k[({ + t) e - Te - (1/21j2) T-l exp(-ttAT-1)F-15%], t 2 0, 
(6.10) 
where 5 is defined in Theorem 4.2. The solution is such that (Tu(t), e), = -k 
for all t > 0. 
Proof. The expression for Vh can be written in the form 
Vh = Q+(I - P) h + Q+Q,Ph = Q+E(I - P) h + Q+QJ’h. 
Using the definition (6.1) of E we obtain ETe = Te and ET2e = (1/2l/“) F-l i% 
+ 21/2(T2e, v), Te. The latter expression can be worked out further. First, we 
have 2(T2e, v)@ = 1 + (a, z$ . Furthermore, letting z -+ XI in Eq. (4.13) and 
using the asymptotic expansion for K(Z) given in Theorem 4.2 we find that 
(g, z2r), = jr IC(--A) v(dh) = -1 + 5 * 21/2, where 5 is defined in Theorem 4.2. 
Combining these two results we find that 21j2(T2e, v)~ = 5, so ET2e = 
(l/2’/“) F-l% + [Te. Consequently, 
Vh = [2(h, Te), + 25(h, e),] Te, + Q+[Q,Ph - 21/2(h, e), F-1Tr.5]. 
Hence, Vh = 0 if and only if simultaneously, 
and 
2(h, Te), + 25(h, e), = 0 
Thus, 
Q,Ph - 21t2(h, e), F-l?% = 0. 
h = -(h, e), [2<Te - 2Tze - 21/2F-1%?]. 
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According to Theorem 6.3 the solution of the boundary value problem (6.7- 
6.9) is then given by 
u(t) :~: --(A, e), [2([ + t) e ~ 2Te - 21j2T l exp(--tAT-l)F-l%G], t > 0. 
This solution is such that (Tu(t), e), = (h, e), for all t > 0, so if (Tu(t), e), = --K 
then (h, e), = --k and Eq. (6.10) follows. 1 
7. DISCUSSION 
It is clear from the development of Sections 5 and 6 that the factorization 
property of the function w is fundamental to the successful completion of the 
constructive approach to the solution of boundary value problems described by 
Eq. (1.1). In retrospect, one might ask whether function space decompositions 
as obtained in Theorem 6.1, for example, could have been obtained directly, 
i.e., without the explicit knowledge of a representation of the extension operator 
E. Or one might ask whether the factorization property of w corresponds to the 
splitting of the Hilbert space L,(R, p) in such a way that K becomes the W. A. 
determinant of the second kind of a restriction of T relative to a projection 
operator with finite-dimensional kernel in the same subspace, just as w is the 
W.A. determinant of the second kind of T relative to the projection operator P 
in the full Hilbert space L,(iR, p). In this section we will briefly dwell upon 
these and similar questions which are, in fact, still under investigation. 
E is a bounded projection in L,(R, CL) with partial inverse V. We consider 
the composite map B, = VPTPE which is an unbounded operator in L,( R, p). 
Its domain is D(B+) = {f :~EL~([W, p), Q+f E D(T)}. For f E D(B+) we have 
B,f = Q,Q,PTPEf or, since Q,PT C PTQ, , B,f = Q,PTQ,PEf. But 
PEf E F-lL,( 58, , v), so Q,PEf = PEf and, consequently, B,f = Q,PTPEf = 
Q,TPEf - 2(TPEf, Te), Q,Te. Using the identity (4.23) we see that 
2(TPEf, Te), = 2112(TPEf, F-?!% + v - e), = 2112( TPEf, F-Y%i7 + ZJ)& . But 
(TPEf, F-%i?), = (PTPEf, F-Y%), + 2( TPEf, Te), (Te, F-13$), = 0, because 
PTPEf E F-lL,([W, , v) and F-%!% E F-lL,( Iw- , v), so (PTPEf, F-l&), = 0. 
Also, F-?!% E H so (Te, F-l&Z), = 0. Hence, 2(TPEf, Te), = 2112(TPEf, v)~ . 
Thus we obtain 
B,f = Q+TPEf - 2112(TPEf, vjp Q+Te = P+Q,TPEf = P,TQ,PEf 
= P+TQ,F-lF+P+Q,f = P+TP+Q,f. 
Here we have used the commutativity of Q+ and T (Q+T C TQ+), the definition 
of E, Eq. (6.1), and the identity (5.11). The composite map B, = VPTPE 
therefore coincides with the map P+TP+ in L2(R+ , p). 
Now, the restriction of T to L,(R+ , p) is closed in L2(R+ , p). The null- 
space of P, is one dimensional and is spanned by the vector Q+Te which belongs 
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to D(T). Hence we can define the Weinstein-Aronszajn determinant of the 
second kind associated with the operator P+TP+ in L&R+ , CL,). It is readily 
verified that it is given by 
wp+(x; T) = -21’2(R(z; T)Q+Te, L$, = 2%(z) (7.1) 
for x E C\R+ , so K corresponds indeed to a W.A. determinant of the second kind 
of the restriction of T to L,(R+ , p) relative to the projection operator P+ in 
-b(~+ 9 4. 
Because we have restricted ourselves to a discussion of the canonical boundary 
value problem (2.5-2.7) we have dealt exclusively with the subspace L,( R, , II) 
of L,( R, I*). Similar results can be obtained, of course, in L,( I&- , p). The most 
convenient way to relate these results to the results of our investigation is via 
the transformations S in&( R, p) and 3 in&( R, V) which were introduced at the 
end of Section 4, cf. Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19). In fact, if we define the projection 
P- in L,(R- , p) by the identity 
P-f = SP+Sf =f + 2112(Sf, v),Q-Te, fG2(~- > CL), 
(notice that ST = -TS on D(T)), then the W.A. determinant of the second 
kind of the restriction of T to L,( Iw- , p) relative to P- in L,( IR- , p) is found to 
be 
cop-(x; T) = 21/2(R(~; T)Q-Te, Sv), = -21’2K(--2) (7.2) 
for x E @\lR- . Combining the identities (7.1) and (7.2) with the factorization 
property (4.1) of w and the relation W(X) = - $+(z; T) between W(Z) and the 
W.A. determinant w,(z; T) for z E @\R, we see that 
w.4~; T) = W+(T T) WP+; T). 
In other words, the decomposition (4.1) of the function w corresponds to a 
decomposition of the W.A. determinant associated with PTP. In [5, Sect. 7.61, 
Hangelbroek observed a similar phenomenon with respect to the facorization 
of (l(z), a W.A. determinant of the first kind which plays a role in the solution 
of neutron transport problems in absorbing media. This observation was later 
used by Hangelbroek and Lekkerkerker [lo] who were able to introduce the 
factorization via a decomposition of the Hilbert space. We are currently investi- 
gating whether similar results hold with regard to the factorization of w. 
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